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2015 super-droplet workshop at the University of Warsaw
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the generalised transport equation

∂t(Gψ) +∇ · (G~uψ) = GR

numerical integration using MPDATA



MPDATA (father: Piotr Smolarkiewicz)

Multi-dimensional Positive-Definite Advection Transport Algorithm

a family of robust schemes for solving transport problems

the seminal MPDATA article (Smolarkiewicz, 1984): >600 citations

Google Scholar: ∼ 700 research papers

Google Books: ∼ 200 mentions in books

original single-file Fortran 77 implementation used till today

unspecified license, no versioning

e-mail distribution, copy-paste-modify reuse

no unit/regression tests

libmpdata++: a new C++11 / Blitz++ based implementation

an over order-of-magnitude lower number of lines of code

comparable performance

major improvement in reusability and maintainability
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ease of obtaining and using
 public repository, documentation, examples, free/libre/open code

result correctness
 multifaceted peer-reviewed automated tests, free/libre/open code

result reproducibility
 atomic versions, no legal nor tech. obstacles, free/libre/open code

researcher = developer

ease of extending
 concise OOP syntax, separation of concerns, free/libre/open code

automated tests, continuous integration
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 1 #include <libmpdata++/solvers/mpdata.hpp>
 2 #include <libmpdata++/concurr/serial.hpp>
 3 #include <libmpdata++/output/gnuplot.hpp>
 4 
 5 int main()
 6 {
 7   namespace lmpdt = libmpdataxx;
 8   const int nx=64, ny=64, nt = 628;
 9 
10   // compile-time parameters
11   struct ct_params_t : lmpdt::ct_params_default_t
12   {
13     using real_t = double;
14     enum { n_dims = 2 };
15     enum { n_eqns = 1 };
16   };
17 
18   // solver choice
19   using run_t = lmpdt::output::gnuplot< lmpdt::solvers::mpdata< ct_params_t >>;
20 
21   // runtime parameters
22   typename run_t::rt_params_t p;
23   p.grid_size = {nx+1, ny+1};
24   p.outfreq = nt/4;
25   p.gnuplot_output = "out_%s_%d.svg";
26   p.gnuplot_with = "lines";
27   p.gnuplot_cbrange = p.gnuplot_zrange = "[0:5]";
28 
29   // sharedmem concurency and boundary condition choice
30   lmpdt::concurr::serial<
31     run_t,
32     lmpdt::bcond::open, lmpdt::bcond::open, // x-left, x-right
33     lmpdt::bcond::open, lmpdt::bcond::open  // y-left, y-right
34   > run(p);



35 
36   // initial condition
37   {
38     using namespace blitz::tensor;
39     auto psi = run.advectee();
40 
41     const double
42       dt = .1, dx = 1, dy = 1, omega = .1,
43       h = 4., h0 = 1, r = .15 * nx * dx,
44       x0 = .5 * nx * dx, y0 = .75 * ny * dy,
45       xc = .5 * nx * dx, yc = .50 * ny * dy;
46 
47     // cone shape cut at h0
48     psi = blitz::pow(i * dx - x0, 2) +
49           blitz::pow(j * dy - y0, 2);
50 
51     psi = h0 + where(
52       psi - pow(r, 2) <= 0,                // if
53       h - blitz::sqrt(psi / pow(r/h,2)),   // then  
54       0.                                   // else
55     );
56 
57     // constant-angular-velocity rotational field
58     run.advector(0) =  omega * (j * dy - yc) * dt/dx;
59     run.advector(1) = -omega * (i * dx - xc) * dt/dy;
60   }
61 
62   // time stepping
63   run.advance(nt);
64 }
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60   }
61 
62   // time stepping
63   run.advance(nt);
64 }

CMakeLists.txt

1 cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.0)
2 project(hello_world CXX)
3 find_package(libmpdata++)
4 set(CMAKE_CXX_FLAGS ${libmpdataxx_CXX_FLAGS_RELEASE})
5 add_executable(hello_world hello_world.cpp)
6 target_link_libraries(hello_world ${libmpdataxx_LIBRARIES})
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with multi-threading  also 64 LOC!

2c2
< #include <libmpdata++/concurr/serial.hpp>
---
> #include <libmpdata++/concurr/threads.hpp>
30c30
<   lmpdt::concurr::serial<
---
>   lmpdt::concurr::threads<

$ top

...

PID USER PR NI S %CPU %MEM nTH TIME+ COMMAND

21031 slayoo 20 0 R 73.7 0.1 4 0:01.68 hello_worl 90%

...



MPI + threads  also 64 LOC!!! (recompilation only)

$ cmake . -DCMAKE_CXX_COMPILER=mpic++

$ make

$ OMP_NUM_THREADS=2 mpirun -np 2 ./hello_world

$ top

...

PID USER PR NI S %CPU %MEM nTH TIME+ COMMAND

19640 slayoo 20 0 R 65.5 0.3 2 0:00.92 hello_worl 98%

19641 slayoo 20 0 R 64.0 0.3 2 0:00.91 hello_worl 99%

...
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Abstract. This paper accompanies the f rst release of libmp-
data++, a C++ library implementing the multi-dimensional
positive-def nite advection transport algorithm (MPDATA)
on regular structured grid. The library offers basic nu-
merical solvers for systems of generalised transport equa-
tions. The solvers are forward-in-time, conservative and non-
linearly stable. The libmpdata++ library covers the basic
second-order-accurate formulation of MPDATA, its third-
order variant, the inf nite-gauge option for variable-sign
f elds and a f ux-corrected transport extension to guarantee
non-oscillatory solutions. The library is equipped with a non-
symmetric variational elliptic solver for implicit evaluation
of pressure gradient terms. All solvers offer parallelisation
through domain decomposition using shared-memory paral-
lelisation.

The paper describes the library programming interface,
and serves as a user guide. Supported options are illus-
trated with benchmarks discussed in the MPDATA literature.
Benchmark descriptions include code snippets as well as
quantitative representations of simulation results. Examples
of applications include homogeneous transport in one, two
and three dimensions in Cartesian and spherical domains;
a shallow-water system compared with analytical solution
(originally derived for a 2-D case); and a buoyant convec-
tion problem in an incompressible Boussinesq f uid with in-
terfacial instability. All the examples are implemented out
of the library tree. Regardless of the differences in the prob-
lem dimensionality, right-hand-side terms, boundary condi-
tions and parallelisation approach, all the examples use the
same unmodif ed library, which is a key goal of libmpdata++
design. The design, based on the principle of separation of

concerns, prioritises the user and developer productivity. The
libmpdata++ library is implemented in C++, making use of
the Blitz++ multi-dimensional array containers, and is re-
leased as free/libre and open-source software.

1 Introduction

The MPDATA advection scheme introduced in Smo-
larkiewicz (1983) has grown into a family of numeri-
cal algorithms for geosciences and beyond (see for ex-
ample Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 2002; Cotter et al.,
2002; Smolarkiewicz and Szmelter, 2009; Ortiz and
Smolarkiewicz, 2009; Hyman et al., 2012; Charbonneau
and Smolarkiewicz, 2013). MPDATA stands for multi-
dimensional positive-def nite advection transport algorithm1.
It is a f nite-difference/f nite-volume algorithm for solving
the generalised transport equation

∂t(Gψ )+∇ · (Guψ ) =GR. (1)

Equation (1) describes the advection of a scalar f eld ψ in
a f ow with velocity u. The f eld R on the right-hand side
(rhs) is a total of source/sink terms. The scalar f eld G can
represent the f uid density, the Jacobian of coordinate trans-
formation or their product and satisf es the equation

∂t(G)+∇ · (Gu) = 0. (2)

1In fact, MPDATA is sign-preserving, rather than merely
positive-def nite, but for historical reasons the name remains un-
changed.
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Abstract. This paper accompanies the f rst release of libmp-
data++, a C++ library implementing the multi-dimensional
positive-def nite advection transport algorithm (MPDATA)
on regular structured grid. The library offers basic nu-
merical solvers for systems of generalised transport equa-
tions. The solvers are forward-in-time, conservative and non-
linearly stable. The libmpdata++ library covers the basic
second-order-accurate formulation of MPDATA, its third-
order variant, the inf nite-gauge option for variable-sign
f elds and a f ux-corrected transport extension to guarantee
non-oscillatory solutions. The library is equipped with a non-
symmetric variational elliptic solver for implicit evaluation
of pressure gradient terms. All solvers offer parallelisation
through domain decomposition using shared-memory paral-
lelisation.

The paper describes the library programming interface,
and serves as a user guide. Supported options are illus-
trated with benchmarks discussed in the MPDATA literature.
Benchmark descriptions include code snippets as well as
quantitative representations of simulation results. Examples
of applications include homogeneous transport in one, two
and three dimensions in Cartesian and spherical domains;
a shallow-water system compared with analytical solution
(originally derived for a 2-D case); and a buoyant convec-
tion problem in an incompressible Boussinesq f uid with in-
terfacial instability. All the examples are implemented out
of the library tree. Regardless of the differences in the prob-
lem dimensionality, right-hand-side terms, boundary condi-
tions and parallelisation approach, all the examples use the
same unmodif ed library, which is a key goal of libmpdata++
design. The design, based on the principle of separation of

concerns, prioritises the user and developer productivity. The
libmpdata++ library is implemented in C++, making use of
the Blitz++ multi-dimensional array containers, and is re-
leased as free/libre and open-source software.

1 Introduction

The MPDATA advection scheme introduced in Smo-
larkiewicz (1983) has grown into a family of numeri-
cal algorithms for geosciences and beyond (see for ex-
ample Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz, 2002; Cotter et al.,
2002; Smolarkiewicz and Szmelter, 2009; Ortiz and
Smolarkiewicz, 2009; Hyman et al., 2012; Charbonneau
and Smolarkiewicz, 2013). MPDATA stands for multi-
dimensional positive-def nite advection transport algorithm1.
It is a f nite-difference/f nite-volume algorithm for solving
the generalised transport equation

∂t(Gψ )+∇ · (Guψ ) =GR. (1)

Equation (1) describes the advection of a scalar f eld ψ in
a f ow with velocity u. The f eld R on the right-hand side
(rhs) is a total of source/sink terms. The scalar f eld G can
represent the f uid density, the Jacobian of coordinate trans-
formation or their product and satisf es the equation

∂t(G)+∇ · (Gu) = 0. (2)

1In fact, MPDATA is sign-preserving, rather than merely
positive-def nite, but for historical reasons the name remains un-
changed.
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Figure 15. Simulation results of the example presented in Sect. 4.3.
Abscissa marks the spatial dimension and ordinate represents the
oscillator amplitude. The oscillator state is plotted every 20 time
steps.

(partial differential equation) system (16) leads to the follow-
ing system of coupled implicit algebraic equations:

ψn+1
i = ψ∗

i + 0.5 �t ω φn+1
i ,

φn+1
i = φ∗

i − 0.5 �t ω ψn+1
i ,

(17)

where ψ∗
i and φ∗

i stand for

ψ∗
i = MPDATA

�
ψn

i + 0.5 �t ω φn
i ,C

�
, (18)

φ∗
i = MPDATA

�
φn

i − 0.5 �t ω ψn
i ,C

�
. (19)

Substituting in Eq. (17) ψn+1
i with φn+1

i and vice versa and
then regrouping leads to

ψn+1
i = ψ∗

i + 0.5 �t ω φ∗
i

1 + (0.5 �t ω)2 ,

φn+1
i = φ∗

i − 0.5 �t ω ψ∗
i

1 + (0.5 �t ω)2 .

(20)

Implementation of forcing terms prescribed in Eq. (20) is
presented in Listing 27. A new solver coupled_harmosc is
defined by inheriting from the mpdata_rhs class. A member
field omega is defined to store the frequency of oscillations.

The rhs terms are defined for both variables, ix::psi and
ix::phi, within the update_rhs() method. The method im-
plements both implicit and explicit formulæ, the two cases
are switched by the at argument. Defining forcings for both
n and n+1 cases allows using this class with both euler and
trapez options. The current state of the model is obtained via
a call to the state() method. Note how the formulæ defined in
update_rhs() in case (1) loosely resemble the mathematical
notation presented in Eq. (20). The 0.5 is absent because the

# include <libmpdata++ / solvers / mpdata_rhs.hpp>

template <class ct_params_t>

struct coupled_harmosc : public

libmpdataxx::solvers::mpdata_rhs<ct_params_t>

{ // aliases

using parent_t =

libmpdataxx::solvers::mpdata_rhs<ct_params_t>;

using ix = typename ct_params_t::ix;

// member fields

typename ct_params_t::real_t omega;

// method called by mpdata_rhs

void update_rhs(

libmpdataxx::arrvec_t<

typename parent_t::arr_t

> &rhs,

const typename parent_t::real_t &dt,

const int &at

) {

parent_t::update_rhs(rhs, dt, at);

// just to shorten code

const auto &psi = this->state(ix::psi);

const auto &phi = this->state(ix::phi);

const auto &i = this->i;

switch (at)

{ // explicit solution for R^{n}

// (note: with trapez used only at t=0)

case (0):

rhs.at(ix::psi)(i) += omega * phi(i);

rhs.at(ix::phi)(i) -= omega * psi(i);

break;

// implicit solution for R^{n+1}

case (1):

rhs.at(ix::psi)(i) += (

(psi(i) + dt * omega * phi(i))

/ (1 + pow(dt * omega, 2))

- psi(i)

) / dt;

rhs.at(ix::phi)(i) += (

(phi(i) - dt * omega * psi(i))

/ (1 + pow(dt * omega, 2))

- phi(i)

) / dt;

break;

}

}

// run-time parameters

struct rt_params_t : parent_t::rt_params_t {

typename ct_params_t::real_t omega = 0;

};

// ctor

coupled_harmosc(

typename parent_t::ctor_args_t args,

const rt_params_t &p

) : parent_t(args, p), omega(p.omega)

{ assert(omega != 0); }

};

Listing 27. Definition of the solver used in the example presented
in Sect. 4.3.
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